
This is the run report for run no. 413 

 

Date:   24th June 2001 

Hare:   Captain Bimbo and Princess of Monaco 

Hounds: lots 

Where:  Maison de l'Etang, Lovescenes 

 

Cor, it was a bloody hot day!  Returnees on the train, returnees in the car park, bref, lots of folk showed up in not a 

lot of time, but nice hash that we are, we waited, and managed to gain both Wady in Lateing and Deep Throat.  

They did it so subtly that they were not punished for latecoming. 

The convoy successfully made it to the run site, then there was a classic hash f*ck-up arranging the parked cars in 

order of size and not to block out the non hash cars...  But we did it! 

It was the 1001 nights theme run so we showed up as Arabs.  Well the usual spread of effort, going from Likes a 

Long One's fabulous belly dancing outfit (bought and sewn together the previous day) to these useless people who 

don't read announcements in the hash trash.  Deep Throat and Dracula also Arabed themselves rather well in 

ghost outfits, while a few more of us contented ourselves with the teatowel-on-head method. 

The run started with a lot of uphills so only the bravest ran.  In that heat walking was enough effort.  However, it 

was all worthwhile.  We soon made it from suburbia into the nice shady forest, where there were umpteen ladies 

checks among the many hills.  Still, few opportunities to get scratched legs (cheers hares).   

A beer stop never comes too soon and nor did this one.  MaBouche even spotted the beer, but got somebody else 

to fetch it.  Warm beer.  Lost hare.  Found hare.  Lost hare again.  OnIn not far.  Cool. 

Back to the Henderson's soon to be ex-pad for a lovely barbie.  Garlic dip in the marquee, circle on the lawn, 

Captain Bimbo on the ice, hemmaroids too, tearful farewells to our favourite hashing family since the last one, 

who were they... must have been the Caloris and that was a while back...) 

 

Down-Downs : 

Hares : Captain Bimbo, Princess Monaco with the aid of 

Eiffel Tower and Attila the Hen 

Virgin: Caroline, Irish from Paris, made to come by 

Aquasex 

Newcomer: Frank, British from St.Nom, made to come by 

the net, after 2 years! 

Returnees; GrabNuts, PlatyPussy, Famous French Fighter 

Pilot, Naked Dancer, Libby, Royal Flush, more? 

 

Criminals : 

On the Ice - Captain Bimbo 

Ejaculating too soon - Captain Bimbo 

Not paying attention - Aquasex, Naked Dancer 

Decent Arab garb - Likes a Long One, Caroline, Dracula, 

Deep Throat 

"Sentier Sportif" - Captain Bimbo 

Grand Mattress clype - Platypussy, MaBouche  

Wrong Way - Famous French Fighter Pilot -  

Condom down down - Captain Bimbo 

Lost property - MaBouche, Orange Slip 

Swallowed a fly - Neanderthal 

Boer? - Whipping Boy 

Water abuse - Humping Masochist 

Throwing beer on Captain Bimbo - Whipping Boy at al 

Leavers - Captain Bimbo, Attila the Hen, Princess Monaco 

& Eiffel Tower 

 

Award - 50 runs tankard - Captain Bimbo 

Down down with other "50+" hashers - Royal Flush, Orange Slip, Deep Throat, MaBouche, Lady in Waiting, 

Dracula, Aquasex, Likes a Long One 

 

Many thanks again, dear Hendersons.  We will miss you!  Texas doesn't deserve you!       On On    MaBouche 



 









 


